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General Services Administration

[ Bulletin FMR 2008–B6]

Real Property

TO: Heads of Federal Agencies

SUBJECT: POW/MIA Flag Display


2. Expiration Date: This bulletin does not expire unless the Act is amended, superseded or cancelled.

3. Applicability: Federal establishments with responsibility for the following locations:
   a) The Capitol;
   b) The White House;
   c) The World War II Memorial, the Korean War Veterans Memorial and the Vietnam Veterans Memorial;
   d) Each national cemetery;
   e) The buildings containing the official offices of:
      1) the Secretary of State;
      2) the Secretary of Defense;
      3) the Secretary of Veterans Affairs; and
      4) the Director of Selective Service System;
   f) Each major military installation, as designated by the Secretary of Defense;
   g) Each medical center of the Department of Veterans Affairs; and
   h) Each United States Postal Service post office.

4. What action must I take? If this bulletin applies to your Federal establishment, the Act required the head of your department, agency or other establishment to prescribe such regulations as necessary to implement the provisions of section 1082 no later than May 17, 1998. If you are responsible for the Capitol, then this action is not needed. The implementation regulations must be consistent with the general guidelines established by the Act as outlined in this bulletin. The Federal establishments affected by the Act may prescribe additional implementation regulations, as necessary.

   a) When do we display the POW/MIA flag? You fly the flag on the following six days:
      1) Armed Forces Day, the third Saturday in May;
      2) Memorial Day, the last Monday in May;
      3) Flag Day, June 14;
      4) Independence Day, July 4;
      5) National POW/MIA Recognition Day (designated by Presidential Proclamation; historically, the third Friday of September); and
      6) Veterans Day, November 11.

   b) What other days do we display the flag? In addition to the days enumerated in the immediately preceding paragraph, POW/MIA flag display days include the following:
      1) In the case of display at medical centers of the Department of Veterans Affairs, any day on which the flag of the United States is displayed;
      2) In the case of display at United States Postal Service post offices that are not open for business on any of the six days listed in the previous paragraph, the last business day before any day specified in the immediately preceding paragraph; and
      3) In the case of display at the World War II Memorial, the Korean War Veterans Memorial and the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, any day on which the flag of the United States is displayed.
   c) How do I display the POW/MIA flag? The flag is to be displayed in a manner designed to be visible to the public. The Act shall not be construed or applied so as to require any employee to report to work solely for the purpose of providing for the display of the POW/MIA flag. If you are responsible for the Capitol building, the display of the POW/MIA flag pursuant to the Act is in addition to the display of the POW/MIA flag in the Rotunda of the Capitol as required by Senate Concurrent Resolution 5 of the 101st Congress, agreed to on February 22, 1989 (103 Stat. 2533).
   d) Why display the POW/MIA flag? Display of the POW/MIA flag serves as the symbol of our Nation’s concern and commitment to achieving the fullest possible accounting of all Americans who still remain, or in the future may become, unaccounted for as prisoners of war, missing in action or otherwise unaccounted for as a result of hostile action.
   e) What flag is the official POW/MIA flag? The official POW/MIA flag is the National League of Families POW/MIA flag, as designated by 36 U.S.C. § 902.
   f) What is the official protocol for displaying the POW/MIA flag? When displayed from a single flag pole, the POW/MIA flag should fly directly below, and no larger than, the flag of the United States. If on separate poles, the flag of the United States always should be placed to the right of other flags. On the six national observances for which Congress has ordered display of the POW/MIA flag, it is generally flown immediately below or adjacent to the flag of the United States as second in order of precedence.
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